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Abstract
Spatial frequency tuning functions were measured for direction discrimination of optic flow patterns. Three subjects
discriminated the direction of a curved motion path using computer generated optic flow patterns composed of randomly
positioned dots. Performance was measured with unfiltered patterns and with patterns that were spatially filtered across a range
of spatial frequencies (center spatial frequencies of 0.4, 0.8, 1.6, 3.2, 6.4, and 9.6 c:deg). The same subjects discriminated the
direction of uniform, translational motion on the fronto-parallel plane. The uniform motion patterns were also composed of
randomly positioned dots, that were either unfiltered or filtered with the same spatial filters used for the optic flow patterns. The
peak spatial frequency was the same for both the optic flow and uniform motion patterns. For both types of motion, a narrow
band (1.5 octaves) of optimal spatial frequencies was sufficient to support the same level of performance as found with unfiltered,
broadband patterns. Additional experiments demonstrated that the peak spatial frequency for the optic flow patterns varies with
mean image speed in the same manner as has been reported for moving sinusoidal gratings. These findings confirm the hypothesis
that the outputs of the local motion mechanisms thought to underlie the perception of uniform motion provide the inputs to, and
constrain the operation of, the mechanism that processes self motion from optic flow patterns. © 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All
rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The visual motion patterns that are generated by an
observer moving in a rigid environment [referred to as
optic flow after Gibson (1950)] are complex velocity
patterns. For example, when an observer is moving on
a straight path, the velocity vectors radiate outward
from a common point of origin that is coincident with
the observer’s instantaneous direction of motion. The
speed of the vectors increases from the point of origin
outward and is dependent on the speed of the observer,
as well as on the position of the underlying environ-
mental element. Studies have shown that human ob-
servers can use these optic flow patterns to determine
the direction of heading (Cutting, 1986; Warren &
Hannon, 1988; Warren, Morris & Kalish, 1988; Warren
& Hannon, 1990; Royden, Banks & Crowell, 1992; van
den Berg, 1992; Crowell & Banks, 1993; Perrone &
Stone, 1994; Royden, Crowell & Banks, 1994). When
an observer moves on a curvilinear path, the motion
pattern becomes even more complex due to the added
rotation component. Studies have shown that human
observers are able to detect small changes in the direc-
tion of heading (Riemersma, 1981; Turano & Wang,
1994; Turano, 1995) as well as the direction of the
curvilinear motion paths (Warren, Mestre, Blackwell &
Morris, 1991).
It is hypothesized that the mechanisms that compute
motion from the optic flow patterns are fed by local
motion mechanisms that encode uniform, translational
motion on the fronto-parallel plane (Orban, Laae,
Verri, Raiguel, Xiao, Maes et al., 1992; Perrone, 1992;
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Verri, Straforini & Torre, 1992; Lappe & Rauschecker,
1993; Perrone & Stone, 1994; Warren & Saunders,
1995). If this is true, we expect the processing of optic
flow and uniform motion to be constrained by the same
operating limits.
The spatial frequency tuning curve for uniform mo-
tion has been determined for sinusoidal gratings (Kelly,
1979; Wilson, 1985; Burr & Ross, 1982), gabor patches
(Watson & Turano, 1995), and biphasic sinusoidal bars
(Burr & Ross, 1982). With these motion patterns, con-
trast sensitivity has been shown to vary in an inverted
U shaped manner with spatial frequency, and the peak
of the spatial frequency tuning curve depends on the
pattern’s speed. The faster the speed the lower the peak
spatial frequency.
Given the heterogeneity of speeds in the optic flow
patterns, a question arises concerning the shape and
peak location of the spatial frequency tuning curve for
the mechanism that processes self motion from the
optic flow patterns. It may be that the spatial frequency
tuning curve for optic flow patterns is a broad envelope
encompassing the peaks of the tuning curves that corre-
spond to each speed represented in the optic flow
pattern. Another possibility is that the tuning curves for
the optic flow and uniform motion patterns are similar
in shape and peak frequency when the mean image
speed of the optic flow speed distribution matches the
speed of the uniform motion pattern. Support for this
comes from a study that showed that human observers
base speed judgments on the mean speed when pre-
sented with a stimulus of heterogenous speeds (Wata-
maniuk & Duchon, 1992). Furthermore, changes in the
mean speed of complex motion patterns have been
shown to modulate the neuronal responses in the area
of monkey cortex believed to be responsible for optic
flow processing (Duffy & Wurtz, 1997).
The spatial frequency characteristics of the mecha-
nisms that underlie the perception of self motion from
optic flow patterns are relatively unknown. In a prelim-
inary investigation, Sekuler (1991) found that speed
discrimination thresholds obtained with optic flow pat-
terns that were blurred with a five diopter lens were
similar to the thresholds obtained with unblurred pat-
terns. Sekuler (1991) suggested that low spatial fre-
quency information may be sufficient for processing self
motion information from optic flow. Unfortunately,
Sekuler did not test patterns in which only the spatial
frequency content and not the contrast was manipu-
lated, nor did she test patterns restricted to medium or
high spatial frequencies.
If the spatial frequency tuning curve for optic flow
patterns corresponds to the tuning curve for uniform
motion patterns, there would be confirmation of the
general expectation that the outputs of the local motion
mechanisms, thought to underlie the perception of uni-
form motion, provide the inputs to the optic flow
computations. We would then be able to generalize
findings of earlier studies performed with simpler stim-
uli to the more complex case of optic flow.
In Experiment 1, we measured subjects’ ability to
discriminate the direction of circular paths of motion
using optic flow patterns that were spatial frequency
filtered across a range of center spatial frequencies. The
spatial frequency tuning curve obtained with the filtered
optic flow patterns was compared to the tuning curve
for uniform motion patterns at the mean image speed
of the optic flow patterns.
2. Experiment 1: effect of center spatial frequency on
direction discrimination using optic flow and uniform
motion patterns
2.1. Methods
2.1.1. Stimuli
The optic flow patterns were computer generated
motion sequences simulating an observer moving rela-
tive to a volume (3535100 m) of dots whose
positions were randomly sampled from a uniform dis-
tribution. Observer motion was simulated by projecting
the dots onto a plane that remained positioned at a
distance of 40 cm along the observer’s line of sight. The
initial position of the projection plane was at the front
surface of the volume. As the dots passed by the
observer they disappeared and did not reappear at the
back of the volume. The edges of the volume were
never visible. Each dot was composed of 22 pixels
and subtended a visual angle of 4.64.6 arcmin. The
mean speed of the dots in the optic flow patterns
projected on the image plane was 2.3 deg:s. The size of
the square image (256256 pixels) subtended a visual
angle of 10°10° at the viewing distance of 40 cm. The
optic flow patterns occupied approximately 1:16th of
the total screen (12801024 pixels). The average num-
ber of dots per frame was 160, producing an average
dot density of 1.6 dots:deg2. The dots were white (72.4
cd:m2) and the background was black (4.7 cd:m2).
Accurate levels of contrast were achieved by using a
video attenuator that combined the outputs of the
board’s eight bit digital to analog converters (Pelli &
Zhang, 1991). The video attenuator and monitor were
calibrated to linearize a range of voltage luminance
values.
A circular path of motion was created by moving the
positions of the projection plane and the observer’s
viewpoint forward along the observer’s line of sight and
then rotating them with respect to a vertical axis pass-
ing through the observer’s viewpoint (cf. Turano &
Wang, 1994). The size of the forward step was deter-
mined by the simulated forward speed of 15 m:s. The
direction of the forward motion relative to the center of
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the display was randomized (91.0, 90.5, or 0°). The
radius of the circular path was 2578 m. The rotation
angle was 0.18°, approximately 1.6 times the angular
discrimination threshold as established during pilot
testing. A 533 ms motion sequence consisted of 16
frames presented at a rate of 30 frames:s.
The uniform motion patterns consisted of dots whose
positions were randomly sampled from a uniform dis-
tribution of dots on a fronto-parallel plane. The posi-
tions of the dots translated in a standard direction
(either 20 or 160°—rightward horizontal motion
defined as 0°) or in a test direction (95° from the
standard direction. The direction difference of 5° is
approximately 1.6 times direction discrimination
threshold as established during pilot testing). The dots
translated together behind a 10° circular aperture at a
viewing distance of 40 cm. The dots were the same size
and luminance as in the optic flow patterns. The aver-
age number of dots per frame was 125. Dot speed was
2.2 deg:s.
The optic flow and uniform motion patterns were
filtered with the fast Fourier transform routine pro-
vided in MatLab (MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA). The
filters were 2D Gaussians with a bandwidth (1D) of 1.5
octaves at half height, full width. Grey levels were
normalized to maintain a constant global contrast level
across filtered stimuli. The luminance of the minimum
grey level was 4.7 cd:m2, and the luminance of the
maximum grey level was 72.4 cd:m2. Thus contrast,
when calculated as (LmaxLmin):Lmin, was 14.4. (In this
and all subsequent experiments, the subjects were able
to detect the stimulus; stimulus visibility did not limit
performance.) Judgments were made for six center spa-
tial frequencies (0.4, 0.8, 1.6, 3.2, 6.4, and 9.6 c:deg).
Fig. 1 shows the one dimensional profile of the Gaus-
sian filters together with each of three spatially filtered
dot patterns.
2.1.2. Procedure
In the optic flow sessions, a trial began with a tone
followed by the presentation of a motion sequence of
optic flow. The optic flow simulated self motion on a
leftward-counterclockwise (Fig. 2a) or rightward-clock-
wise (Fig. 2b) circular path. The subject’s task was to
indicate, by pressing the left or right mouse button, the
direction of motion relative to a straight motion path.
In the uniform motion sessions, a trial began with a
tone followed by the presentation of two successive
movies of uniform motion. In one movie, dots moved
in the standard direction, and in the other movie they
moved in a test direction. The standard direction and
order were randomly determined for each trial. The
subject’s task was to indicate the movie in which the
motion direction was more vertical.
No feedback was given. The subject viewed the dis-
play monocularly with his:her chin and forehead posi-
tioned on a headrest. The subject was instructed to look
toward the center of the screen. Eye movements were
not monitored. Overhead lights were turned off, and
the only light in the room came from the display and a
small desk lamp. We used the method of constant
stimuli with the spatially filtered patterns to determine
the effect of center spatial frequency on direction dis-
crimination. Each center frequency was presented 20
times in a random order, and each subject participated
in two sessions. Mean thresholds are reported.
2.1.3. Apparatus
A Power Macintosh 6100:66 was used to generate the
patterns which were then transferred to a Silicon
Graphics Iris 4D:IRIX workstation for display. The
patterns were displayed on an 19%% Ikegami
monochrome monitor with P104 phosphor (Model
1210P; Ikegami Electronics, Inc., Maywood, NJ). The
refresh rate was 60 Hz, non interlaced, and pixel resolu-
tion was 12801024.
2.1.4. Subjects
Three individuals with normal or corrected-to-nor-
mal vision served as subjects. Two of the subjects were
the authors, and the third subject was an inexperienced
psychophysical observer.
2.2. Results
Fig. 3 shows the proportion correct responses for
direction discrimination for the spatially filtered optic
Fig. 1. (A) One-dimensional profile of the Gaussian filters. (B) One
frame from filtered optic flow patterns with center spatial frequencies
of 0.4, 1.6, and 6.4 c:deg.
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Fig. 2. Time exposure of optic flow patterns that simulate the visual motion generated as a person moves along a (a) leftward-counterclockwise
or (b) rightward-clockwise circular motion path.
flow patterns plotted as a function of center spatial
frequency. For all subjects, performance varied in an
inverted U shaped manner as a function of center
spatial frequency. Peak performance was achieved at a
spatial frequency of 1.6 c:deg. At spatial frequencies of
0.4 and 9.6 c:deg, performance was decreased by about
25%. These results indicate that some spatial frequen-
cies are more effective than others in relaying informa-
tion about motion paths. Specifically, with the stimulus
dimensions that we used, motion information centered
at 1.6 c:deg is the most effective spatial frequency range
to achieve accurate direction discrimination using optic
flow patterns.
The data just discussed demonstrate that a narrow
band of spatial frequencies, optimally placed, is suffi-
cient to achieve accurate direction discrimination for
suprathreshold levels of circular motion. To determine
whether this narrow band of spatial frequencies is
sufficient to achieve the same direction discrimination
thresholds as with broadband stimuli, we determined
the angular threshold for direction discrimination using
optic flow patterns whose spatial frequency was re-
stricted to 1.5 octaves centered at 1.6 c:deg and com-
pared it to the angular threshold using unfiltered optic
flow patterns.
Fig. 4 shows each subject’s proportion of correct
responses for direction discrimination plotted against
the rotation angle of the circular motion path. The
open symbols represent data obtained with the
unfiltered patterns, and the closed symbols represent
data obtained with the filtered patterns. The lines indi-
cate the best fit Weibull functions (Weibull, 1951). The
mean of the three subjects’ angular thresholds obtained
with the filtered patterns is 0.11°, the same as the
average threshold obtained with the unfiltered patterns.
These results indicate that motion information carried
by this narrow band of spatial frequencies is sufficient
Fig. 3. Proportion of correct responses for direction discrimination of
a circular motion path (rotation angle0.18°) plotted as a function
of center spatial frequency. Each symbol indicates data from one
subject. The solid line connects the mean proportion correct response
averaged across subjects. Peak spatial frequency was 1.6 c:deg.
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Fig. 4. Proportion of correct responses for direction discrimination
plotted against the rotation angle of the optic flow patterns. The open
symbols represent data obtained with the unfiltered patterns and the
closed symbols represent data obtained with the filtered patterns. The
lines indicate the best-fit Weibull functions.
achieved at the same spatial frequency, 1.6 c:deg, as
found with the optic flow patterns.
As we did with the optic flow patterns, we deter-
mined the threshold for direction discrimination using
uniform motion patterns whose spatial frequency con-
tent was restricted to 1.5 octaves centered at 1.6 c:deg
and compared it to the threshold using unfiltered uni-
form motion patterns. Fig. 6 shows each subject’s pro-
portion vertical response plotted against the direction
difference of the uniform motion patterns. The open
symbols represent data obtained with the unfiltered
patterns, and the closed symbols represent data ob-
tained with the filtered patterns. The lines indicate the
best fit Weibull functions. The average of the three
subjects’ thresholds for the filtered patterns is 2.7°,
similar to the 2.8° threshold obtained with the
unfiltered patterns. These results indicate that motion
information carried by this narrow band of spatial
frequencies is sufficient for subjects to achieve the same
level of direction discrimination performance as ob-
tained with the broadband stimuli. Performance did not
suffer when the spatial frequency content of the uni-
form motion patterns was restricted to a narrow band
of frequencies centered at 1.6 c:deg. Thus, for direction
discrimination of both the uniform motion and optic
flow patterns, the peak center frequency is the same (i.e.
1.6 c:deg) and there is no loss in performance with an
optimally placed, narrow spatial frequency band.
3. Experiment 2: effect of optic flow speed on spatial
frequency tuning
The results of Experiment 1 identified 1.6 c:deg as the
peak of the spatial frequency tuning function for optic
flow patterns whose mean image speed was 2.3 deg:s
Fig. 5. Proportion of correct responses for direction discrimination of
uniform motion (direction difference5 deg) plotted as a function of
center spatial frequency. The solid line connects the mean proportion
correct response averaged across subjects. Peak spatial frequency was
1.6 c:deg.
for subjects to achieve the same level of direction
discrimination performance as obtained with the broad-
band stimuli. Performance did not suffer when the
spatial frequency content of the optic flow patterns was
restricted to a narrow band of frequencies centered at
1.6 c:deg.
For the uniform motion patterns, proportion correct
responses is plotted as a function of center spatial
frequency in Fig. 5. The pattern of results is similar to
that obtained with the optic flow patterns; performance
varied in an inverted U shaped manner as a function of
center spatial frequency. Peak performance was
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Fig. 6. Proportion of vertical responses for direction discrimination
plotted against the direction difference of the uniform motion pat-
terns. The open symbols represent data obtained with the unfiltered
patterns and the closed symbols represent data obtained with the
filtered patterns. The lines depict the best-fit Weibull functions.
whether the tuning function shifts along the spatial
frequency axis with changes in the mean image speed in
the same manner as previously reported with sinusoidal
gratings (Kelly, 1979; Burr & Ross, 1982; Wilson,
1985), we varied the mean image speed of the optic flow
patterns and measured direction discrimination using
filtered optic flow patterns.
3.1. Methods
3.1.1. Stimuli and apparatus
Stimuli were optic flow patterns created in the same
manner as described above for Experiment 1. In Exper-
iment 1, the forward speed was 15 m:s resulting in a
mean image speed of 2.3 deg:s. In this experiment,
forward speeds of 5, 15, and 26 m:s were tested in order
to look at the effects of the mean image speed on the
spatial frequency tuning curve. At the 5 m:s forward
speed, the mean image speed of the optic flow patterns
was 0.6 deg:s, and at the 26 m:s forward speed, the
mean image speed was 9.0 deg:s. Other stimulus condi-
tions and apparatus were identical to those in Experi-
ment 1.
3.1.2. Procedure
The experimental procedure was the same as used in
Experiment 1 with the following exceptions. Because
angular threshold varies with forward speed (Turano &
Wang, 1994), thresholds were determined for each sub-
ject to ensure that the rotation angle chosen for each
forward speed was above the threshold determined with
unfiltered optic flow patterns. Rotation angles were
0.11, 0.18, and 0.32° for forward speeds of 5, 15, and 26
m:s, respectively, each approximately 1.6 times
threshold as established during pilot testing. Center
spatial frequencies ranged from 0.4 to 9.6 c:deg for the
5 m:s and 15 m:s conditions and from 0.2 to 3.2 c:deg
for the 26 m:s condition.
3.1.3. Subjects
Three individuals with normal or corrected-to-nor-
mal vision served as subjects. One of the subjects was
the first author, one subject was an inexperienced psy-
chophysical observer, and the third subject was an
experienced psychophysical observer, naive with respect
to the hypothesis of the experiment.
3.2. Results
Fig. 7 shows the proportion of correct responses
plotted as a function of center spatial frequency. For
the two fastest speeds, performance varied in an in-
verted U shaped manner as a function of center spatial
frequency. Peak performance was obtained at the cen-
and for translating patterns moving at a speed of 2.2
deg:s. In past studies with sinusoidal gratings, similar
peak frequencies were found for stimuli that moved at
a comparable speed. For example, Kelly (1979) re-
ported a peak spatial frequency of 1.5 c:deg for sinu-
soidal gratings moving at 3 deg:s, and Burr and Ross
(1982) found a peak close to 2 c:deg for a grating
moving at 1 deg:s. The similarity in peak spatial fre-
quency between the optic flow patterns and the sinu-
soidal gratings suggests that the spatial frequency-speed
interaction previously reported for sinusoidal gratings
may exist with the optic flow patterns. To determine
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Fig. 7. Proportion of correct responses for direction discrimination of a circular motion path plotted as a function of center spatial frequency.
Symbols represent data for optic flow patterns simulating forward speeds of 5 (), 15 (), and 26 m:sec (). Data shown are from subjects (a)
JHK; (b) EV; (c) SJ: and (d) the mean across the three subjects. Error bars are 91 S.E.M.
ter spatial frequency of 1.6 c:deg for the 15 m:s for-
ward speed (mean image speed of 2.3 deg:s) and at
0.8 c:deg for the 26 m:s forward speed (mean image
speed of 9.0 deg:s). As the speed of the optic flow
patterns increased, the peak of the spatial frequency
tuning function decreased. Shifting the 15 m:s curve
leftward on the spatial frequency axis by a factor of
two results in a relatively good superposition of the
two curves at the low spatial frequency end. This
spatial frequency shift in the tuning function toward
lower spatial frequencies with increasing speed is simi-
lar to previous findings with sinusoidal gratings
(Kelly, 1979; Burr & Ross, 1982; Wilson, 1985). In
Kelly’s study, the peak of the contrast sensitivity
function for the detection of a grating moving at 3
deg:s was 1.5 c:deg. The peak shifted to 0.5 c:deg for
a grating moving at 11 deg:s. In the study by Burr
and Ross, the peaks of the contrast sensitivity func-
tion were 2–3 c:deg for a grating moving at 1 deg:s
and 0.6 c:deg for a grating moving at 10 deg:s. The
magnitude of shift that we observed with the optic
flow patterns is comparable to those previously re-
ported for sinusoidal gratings.
Performance at the slowest speed was qualitatively
different from the performance obtained at the faster
speeds. Performance was higher with the slowest optic
flow pattern at the non-optimal spatial frequencies
compared to performance with the faster optic flow
patterns. The function was relatively flat across spa-
tial frequencies; discriminability remained higher than
0.9 across all spatial frequencies. It may be that the
position information from the slowest optic flow pat-
terns enabled the subjects to determine the motion
direction. Nakayama and Tyler (1981) have shown
that for moving elements with recognizable position
cues and small change in position, position sensitivity
dominates to determine detection threshold.
4. Experiment 3: effect of field of view of optic flow
patterns on spatial frequency tuning
Experiment 2 demonstrated that the optimal spatial
frequencies of the optic flow patterns for direction
discrimination vary depending on the speed of the optic
flow. As the speed of the optic flow patterns increased,
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the peak of the spatial frequency tuning function de-
creased. In Experiment 2, the simulated forward
speed of the observer and the mean image speed co-
varied. Given that the shift in spatial frequency tun-
ing was comparable to what has been reported with
sinusoidal gratings moving at the mean image speed
of the optic flow patterns, it is likely that the critical
factor governing the tuning function is not the simu-
lated forward speed, rather it is the mean image
speed. One way to dissociate forward speed from
mean image speed is to hold constant the forward
speed and vary the speeds of randomly selected veloc-
ity vectors. The problem with this method is that the
optic flow pattern that is produced is not a valid
optic flow pattern, and the inconsistencies might influ-
ence discrimination performance. An alternative
method is to hold constant the forward speed of the
optic flow patterns and vary the field of view. Be-
cause image speed is fastest in the more peripheral
portions of our optic flow patterns, increasing the
field of view increases the mean image speed of the
optic flow pattern. If mean image speed is critical in
determining the optimal spatial frequencies of the op-
tic flow patterns, then the tuning function should
shift toward lower spatial frequencies with increasing
field of view. We tested this in Experiment 3.
4.1. Methods
4.1.1. Stimuli and apparatus
Stimulus conditions and apparatus were identical to
those in Experiment 1, with the following exceptions.
Viewing distance, and hence position of projection
plane along the observer’s line of sight, was held con-
stant at 20 cm. The size of the pattern was 512512
pixels. The retinal image size was manipulated by ei-
ther displaying the entire pattern (40°40°) or cover-
ing the peripheral portion of the display with black
matte tape to produce a 10°10° display. The mean
image speed for the 40°40° display was 12.0 deg:s
and the mean image speed for the 10°10° display
was 2.4 deg:s. Rotation angle was 0.27°.
4.1.2. Procedure
The procedure is the same as described in the optic
flow section of Experiment 1.
4.1.3. Subjects
The second author and two experienced psycho-
physical observers, naive with respect to the hypothe-
sis of the experiment, served as subjects. The subjects
wore appropriate corrective lenses to equate accom-
modative demand in this experiment to that in the
earlier experiments (1.0D for KT and 2.5 D for
EV and AD).
4.2. Results
Based on the fact that the mean image speed of the
larger field of view (40°40°) is faster than the smaller
field of view (10°10°), we predicted that the peak of
the spatial frequency tuning curve would be at a lower
spatial frequency for the larger field of view. As shown
in Fig. 8, the results support our prediction. Proportion
of correct responses for direction discrimination is
plotted against the center spatial frequency of the optic
flow patterns. The average performance of the three
subjects is shown in Fig. 8d. Peak performance was
achieved at the center spatial frequency of 1.6 c:deg for
the 10°10° display and at 0.8 c:deg for the 40°40°
display. This shift in the peak frequency toward lower
spatial frequencies with the larger display size is
consistent with the view that the mean image speed
affects the spatial frequency tuning of the underlying
motion mechanism.
5. Discussion
Spatial frequency tuning functions were measured for
direction discrimination using optic flow patterns. The
results showed that, with the exception of very slow optic
flow patterns where performance was independent of
spatial frequency, the ability to discriminate the direction
of curvilinear motion paths varied in an inverted U
shaped manner as a function of center spatial frequency.
With optic flow patterns simulating a 15 m:s forward
speed, peak performance occurred with a center spatial
frequency of 1.6 c:deg. The same optimal spatial
frequency was obtained for direction discrimination
using patterns of uniform motion matched to the mean
image speed of the optic flow patterns. Moreover, for
both types of motion, a narrow band (1.5 octaves) of
spatial frequencies centered at 1.6 c:deg was sufficient to
achieve the same level of performance as found with the
unfiltered, broadband patterns. Our findings that the
peaks of the spatial frequency tuning functions and their
general shapes were the same for direction discrimination
of both optic flow and uniform motion support the
general expectation that the outputs of the local motion
mechanisms, thought to underlie the perception of
uniform motion, provide the inputs to the optic flow
computations. Furthermore, the results of Experiments
2 and 3 demonstrate that the same spatial
frequency-speed interaction reported for uniform motion
of sinusoidal stimuli (Kelly, 1979; Burr & Ross, 1982;
Wilson, 1985) occurs with optic flow patterns. The optic
flow patterns that simulated the curvilinear motion paths
were composed of a translation and rotation component.
One would expect that the same tuning functions will
describe heading discrimination with optic flow patterns
that contain only a translation component. This remains
to be determined.
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Fig. 8. Proportion of correct responses for direction discrimination plotted against the center spatial frequency of the optic flow patterns. Symbols
represent data for optic flow patterns with fields of view of 10°10° () and 40°40° (
). Data shown are from subjects (a) KT; (b) EV; (c)
AD: and (d) the mean across the three subjects. Error bars are 91 S.E.M.
5.1. Spatial frequency, temporal frequency, and speed
The trade-off between spatial frequency and speed
implicates the role of temporal frequency in governing
performance (spatial frequencyspeed temporal fre-
quency). Previous studies with sinusoidal gratings have
explored the temporal tuning of the visual motion
system (Anderson & Burr, 1985; Wilson, 1985). The
results support the existence of at least two temporal
mechanisms: one bandpass with a peak around 10 Hz
and the other lowpass (Anderson & Burr, 1985). The
sensitivity of the filters depends on spatial frequency.
Compared to the sensitivity of the low pass filter, the
sensitivity of the bandpass filter is higher at low spatial
frequencies and lower at high spatial frequencies. At
intermediate spatial frequencies, the sensitivities of the
two filters are equal (Hess & Snowden, 1992).
In Fig. 9, the data from Fig. 7d are replotted as a
function of temporal frequency. The arrow on the
upper X-axis marks the estimated peak of the hypothet-
ical bandpass temporal filter (Anderson & Burr, 1985).
Note that for the fastest optic flow speed the peak of
the response curve is close to the estimated peak of the
bandpass temporal filter. The slowest optic flow speed
produced a consistently high response for the low tem-
poral frequencies, which may be due to the contribu-
tion of the low pass temporal filter (Anderson & Burr,
1985). The response curve for the intermediate speed
Fig. 9. Data of Fig. 7d replotted as a function of temporal frequency.
The arrow on the upper X-axis marks the estimated peak of the
hypothetical bandpass temporal filter.
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pattern falls between these two curves, suggesting a
contribution from both filters.
5.2. Limitations of the higher le6el motion mechanism
imposed by the lower le6el
Anatomical and physiological studies have revealed a
hierarchical organization of motion processing in the
macaque monkey. Neurons in the striate cortex (V1)
project directly to the middle temporal (MT) area of
the superior temporal sulcus. Neurons in both V1 and
MT respond to uniform motion in the fronto-parallel
plane (Tanaka, Hikosaka, Saito, Yukie, Fukada &
Iwai, 1986). MT neurons project to the medial superior
temporal (MST) area of the superior temporal sulcus
which also has a high proportion of directionally selec-
tive cells, and the neurons in the dorsal part of MST
have been shown to respond selectively to radial or
circular motion, with some responding to combinations
of planar and radial and circular stimuli-components of
optic flow (Tanaka, Fukada & Saito, 1989; Tanaka &
Saito, 1989; Duffy & Wurtz, 1991; Orban et al., 1992;
Duffy & Wurtz, 1995; Saito, Yukie, Tanaka, Hikosaka,
Fukada & Iwai, 1986).
Several computational models have been proposed
whereby the putative mechanism that processes optic
flow (MSTd) is a linear integration of appropriately
chosen MT units (Orban et al., 1992; Perrone, 1992;
Verri et al., 1992; Lappe & Rauschecker, 1993; Perrone
& Stone, 1994; Warren & Saunders, 1995). Recently
Morrone, Burr and Vaina (1995) have provided psycho-
physical data to support the view that complex motion,
such as radial and circular motion, is processed by a
hierarchical motion system; an initial stage of motion
processing by local motion mechanisms followed by an
integration stage where the specialized mechanisms are
tuned to complex motions. Morrone and colleagues
showed that the contrast sensitivity for the detection of
radial motion and the discrimination of the direction of
radial motion are limited by the contrast threshold of
the local motion detectors. In our study we show that
the processing of the complex motion is also con-
strained by the spatial frequency tuning and the spatial
frequency–speed interaction of the low level motion
system. Together the two studies indicate that the
higher level stage cannot enhance the limits imposed by
the lower stages.
5.3. Implications of the findings for engineering
applications
The results of this study have potential engineering
applications. The current trend in simulations (e.g.,
flight simulators) is to reproduce the real world scene
with high fidelity. The same principle is true for remote
sensing devices or helmet mounted displays, where im-
ages are being transmitted. Transmitting high fidelity
images is costly, and it may be that high fidelity is not
necessary for accurate performance; information in the
various spatial frequencies may not be necessary for the
task at hand. Our study shows that for direction dis-
crimination using optic flow, performance was not
equivalent across all spatial frequencies. Information in
some of the spatial frequencies did not allow for above
chance discrimination performance. Given that a nar-
row band of spatial frequencies, optimally placed, is
sufficient to support direction discrimination perfor-
mance indicates that we can increase transmission effi-
ciency without jeopardizing performance. It may be
possible to filter images of real world scenes and trans-
mit the information contained only in those spatial
frequencies that are effective for successful perfor-
mance. The reduced bandwidth for the transmitted
information would translate into a savings in time
without a cost in performance. The results of this study
indicate that the choice of the optimal spatial frequency
band will depend on the estimated mean image speed of
the information to be transmitted. However, before the
reported findings can be applied to engineering prob-
lems, it needs to be determined whether the results
obtained with the random dot patterns generalize to
optic flow patterns of real world scenes. The object
structure of natural images may interact with spatial
frequency for the discrimination of motion direction.
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